
The Rise of 
Open Banking
Security, privacy, transparency and trust are 
at the center of innovation - open banking is 
opening doors, enabling connections and driving 
consumer adoption.

PAVING THE WAY FOR THE FUTURE
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Seldom is a whole landscape changed by a singular innovation, but when it happens, it’s undeniable. Online retail, smartphones and cloud computing have all profoundly impacted the way our society operates, 
both in our business and personal lives.

loans, open accounts, and make real-time payments. They’re even helping them better understand and improve their credit. All of this is leading to more consumer choices and rewarding experiences, along with 

banking, the way we think about money will never be the same.

Open Banking and the Consumer Experience
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Key Findings from our research

Use of technology 
to manage money is 

mainstream

Over 9 in 10 use technology 
to manage money. They are 
using digital apps, products 

tasks (i.e., paying bills, banking) 
however, there is a rising appetite 

for more complex needs like 

cryptocurrency and crowdfunding.

Consumers are looking to save 
time, save money, improve their 

Top use cases where consumers 
have linked their accounts are to 

transactions. 

Consumers are also considering 

view, simplify the loan application 
process or automate regular 

payments.

Over 9 in 10 use technology 
to manage money. They are 
using digital apps, products 

tasks (i.e., paying bills, banking) 
however, there is a rising appetite 

for more complex needs like 

cryptocurrency and crowdfunding.

Over 9 in 10 use technology 
to manage money. They are 
using digital apps, products 

tasks (i.e., paying bills, banking) 
however, there is a rising appetite 

for more complex needs like 

cryptocurrency and crowdfunding.

Convenience is a 
top driver for using 

technology to 
Eight in ten North 

Americans are linking 
their accounts

Future use cases 
consumers would 

consider

Banks and credit card 
companies are most 

trusted

Easing concerns with 

accounts will help 
drive adoption

Trust is likely driven by the fact 
that both U.S. and Canadian 
consumers are most likely to 
believe financial institutions 

and credit card companies have 
established longstanding, 

reliable channels for 
remediation vs. others.

Alleviating consumers’ security 
concerns and providing more 

control of how personal 
information is shared could help 
them feel more comfortable in 
linking their accounts and put 
consumers in the driver’s seat.
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Current Use of Technology to Manage Money

USA USACANADA CANADA

93% 95%

Very Confident 
(8-10)

59%
Very Confident 

(8-10)

55%
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accelerated in the last year due to COVID-19

31%

54%

31%

 

Bold Text – Highest 
percentage of people starting 

to use in the last year

% who started using 
within the last year

82%

80%

62%

59%

56%

46%

46%

44%

39%

36%

30%

28%

18%

11%

27%

27%

29%

36%

30%

35%

33%

28%

36%

32%

33%

31%

51%

42%

Paying bills

Banking

Filing taxes

Sending or paying money to friends, family and businesses

Checking or improving my credit score

Express payments for online shopping

Investing

Making and managing a budget

Starting an automated savings habit or saving more of my income

Financial planning/forecasting

Paying off my student loans or personal debt

Securing or refinancing a loan

Buying or selling cryptocurrency like bitcoin

Crowdfunding

CANADAUSA
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Drivers of Use

Save time / less work processeshealth holistic viewSave money
Try something new 

Because the app 
or tool is better 

than anything that 
currently exists Social pressure
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Open-banking is mainstream whether consumers realize it or not

Over three-quarters of North Americans are linking their accounts today, especially younger and diverse consumers and most have a “set it and forget” 
mindset once accounts are linked

How Often Connected Accounts are Thought About

my mind)
about it, but not much 

more than that)

(Once it was linked, 

it much)

Rarely or  
Sometimes

Often Sometimes Rarely

Currently Linking Financial Accounts 

another app or service or using shared logins across accounts?

21% 48% 32% 80%

21% 48% 34% 82%

USA

USA

CANADA

CANADA

Very Confident 
(8-10)

81%
Very Confident  

(8-10)

77%

A top use case:
Sending or 

paying money to 
friends, family and 

businesses
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Have or Would Ever Connect Bank Account(s) to App / Service to… CANADAUSA
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Consumers are also willing to directly link their bank accounts for regular payments (recurring larger 
transactions) and digital wallet top-ups

Gen Z and Millennials are the most likely to link their bank accounts to pay for recurring services, retail purchases, and digital wallet 

Have or Would You Ever Connect Bank Account(s) Instead of Credit/Debit Cards For…

Recurring services  
(e.g., rent, bills, gym memberships, 

streaming subscriptions, etc.)

Recurring services  
(e.g., rent, bills, gym memberships, 
streaming subscriptions, etc.)

Retail stores  
(e.g., Amazon, Best buy, Target, 

Retail stores  
(e.g., Amazon, Best buy, Target, 

A digital wallet  A digital wallet  

Pharmacy or medical expenses   
(e.g., prescriptions, 

Pharmacy or medical expenses   
(e.g., prescriptions, 

Travel 

hotels, etc.)

Travel 

hotels, etc.)

USA

Total Gen Z Millennials Gen X Boomers 

CANADA would connect their bank accounts 
for digital payments

73% of US consumers have / would 
connect their bank accounts for 

digital payments
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Trust Company with Financial Information
(Among North Americans)

they always deal with money. 
They deal with those things. 

screw it up right?”

Canadian respondent

Banks 56%38%5%

49%45%6%

35%51%14%

51%

51% 14%34%

Established technology companies

Payment Networks/
Credit card companies

Financial technology companies

Social media companies

Strongly distrust  
(1-3)

Neutral  
(4-7)

Strongly trust  
(8-10)
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While all demographic groups trust credit card companies most, younger generations are notably more open to trusting tech brands

If linking your bank account to another app or service, who would be most trusted to ensure that connection is protected?

Payment 
Networks/Credit 
card companies

Established tech 
companies

Millennials 18%

Financial tech 
companies

Social media 
Companies

None of these

14%

6%

18%

Payment 
Networks/Credit 
card companies

Established tech 
companies

Millennials 18%

Financial tech 
companies

Social media 
Companies

None of these

55%

9%
6% 4%

USA CANADA
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Alleviating consumer pain points and concerns could help them feel more comfortable in linking their accounts 
and put consumers in the driver’s seat

Easing Concerns Over Linking Financial Accounts/Sharing Details
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Implications for Financial Services
As consumers increasingly control and permission the use of their data, industry players will need to rapidly adapt to changing 

new money experiences. 

banking technology provides:

The tools to build groundbreaking 
solutions for payments and beyond 

providers.

1

A model that can instill trust 
and place the consumer at the 
center of control, ensuring greater 
transparency when it comes to their 

inclusion by delivering technology 
and enabling solutions that help 
consumers get access to  

 
did not have before.

3
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Mastercard resources

Visit  to learn more about allowing 
consumers to easily permission data from their bank 
accounts with Finicity Connect. Shorten the time it 
takes to verify account details, balances, or create 

permissioning their bank accounts.


